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1 | Goals for this workshop

This workshop explores the idea that improving our note-taking skills can improve our ability to provide better information from usability evaluations.

As demand for usability increases, our profession faces two challenges:

**Working faster: producing useful results in time for rapid product development cycles**
It can often take weeks (not days) to get feedback from a usability evaluation. In interviews with practitioners about their practice, many reported a lag of at least a week between sessions and report. Some delays were as much as six weeks.

**Working better: making our results more useful and more reliable**
We need to be able to deliver high quality results from usability sessions. As businesses learn what usability can do to improve their products, we need to be able to answer many different kinds of questions about user experience and how well people can use a product.

Today, we will look at the connections between:

- What we observe and how we take notes
- How we create a useful analysis
- The goals for the usability work

And at techniques for generating insights into usability and user experience:

- Focusing observation on specific aspects of behavior
- Preparing for analysis with pre-analysis work
- Looking for patterns of usability problems

We will try to look beyond our current techniques to find ways to get the most out of a usability test
The literature on usability testing discusses moderation skills in great depth, but pays little attention to note-taking and observation skills.

For example, Jeff Rubin talks about five activities in a usability test, with almost no attention paid to observing a test or taking notes.

1. Determine basics
2. Plan process
3. Create test situation
4. Conduct test
5. Interpret data

Other books include information on data collection tools like audio or video recording, eye tracking and loggers for recording timing and actions, or on how to log time-on-task and success metrics, or how to develop severity scales. But, they offer only two paragraphs on how to take notes.

Talking to other professionals, most take hand-written notes, or work with a logging tool. Some have developed their own forms. But few adapt their note-taking and analysis techniques to the specific needs of each project.

Solutions to creating reports in a timely manner include:

- Using a standard report template, making report-writing faster, but using the same style of analysis for each project
- Creating a short “highlights” report, with formal report later
- Using a team work session to decide on recommendations, and not creating a report at all

The Comparative Usability Evaluation (CUE) project has looked at how professional usability tests compare. Rolf Molich runs the CUE studies to:

- learn how usability professionals carry out usability evaluations in practice
- compare the effectiveness and efficiency of the various approaches used
- advise the usability community on quality approaches to usability evaluation.

This project has focused on the consistency and value of the recommendations, rather than on how to observe.
3 | Tools and techniques for taking notes

Is observation so simple that we do not need to teach it, or are we missing an opportunity to improve our practice.

Most note-taking techniques have little structure, from informal discussions, professional practice covers a broad range:

- Hand-written notes are usually in a simple chronological format on a blank pad.
- Spreadsheets make it easier to go back and categorize notes later, and can include time markers for task or problem type.
- Simple usability test logging tools capture your notes with a timestamp and information to identify the task, type of note, type of problem and user success.
- Special purpose usability software integrates notes with the video of the sessions.

(Free Ovo Logger http://www.ovostudios.com/ovologger.asp)
Inspiration from other professions

Usability borrows from many fields: psychological testing, market research, and other behavioral disciplines. Many other disciplines have techniques for describing live events.

- In dance, a system called Labanotation can be used to reconstruct the choreography of a dance, even by people who have not seen it performed.

- In the early days of radio, sports announcers would create a story of the game for local audience. They received very simple descriptions of the action by telegraph, and created an entire narrative of the game.

- In theatre, lighting designers have developed systems to annotate observation of live events and capture observations on intangible aspects of the experience. The system connects the script, the action and the design and allows the designer to take notes while observing a live rehearsal.
  - **Blocking sheets** create a visual description of the action
  - **Cue sheets** describe the place in the script and action on the stage that will trigger the change in lighting
  - **Tracking sheets** document the technical details of the lighting, including timing, duration and visual effect
5 | Understanding goals for usability research

Usability research should always have clear goals – getting the question right makes it easier to get a useful answer. Three categories of research goals are:

1. Understanding users
   - Understand people’s background, motivation or decision-making
   - Uncover requirements for functionality or usability

2. Understanding patterns of use
   - Discover how people approach a task
   - Observe how they use the product for their own goals
   - Find aspects of the interface or interaction that are confusing

3. Measuring success
   - Learn how well the product supports users in completing tasks
   - Learn how accurately or efficiently they use the product

If we understand the goals for the work, we tailor our observations and note-taking to support effective (and faster) analysis.

What are some goals for usability research you have worked on recently?

Here are some examples from my recent projects:

- Expanding a product offering to reach out to a new group of users. How were these people different from their current customers, and how well did the current web site work for them?
- Creating a new e-commerce site. Would typical visitors be able to use the site to find and purchase products.
- Launching a new product: Where are users likely to have problems, so we can plan educational materials and plan for technical support.
Another solution is to structure the note-taking form to collect the data needed to match the goals of the test. These can be paper forms, or electronic, using a word processor or database.

Example:
In a comparative test of two ballot systems, we designed a set of sheets that would let us rapidly review session notes for:

- How long users took with each system? Was one more efficient?
- Were users equally successful in using each of the systems
- What possible problems can we fix. (We brainstormed: completing all steps, making changes, handling the privacy sleeve.)
In her book on usability testing (and in her workshops on conducting usability tests), Ginny Redish talks about the importance of distinguishing between observations (or quotes) and inferences:

- Observations: what you actually see
- Quotes: what the user says (also called “verbatimms”)
- Inferences: what you think the behavior means

They are all important, but we want to keep them separate in our notes.

Are these observations, quotes or inferences?

- clicked on logo to go back to home page
- doesn’t understand how the home page is organized
- “Oh. This is confusing.”
- doesn’t recognize that the Go to Section link is the one he needs
- selects an item from the dropdown list, then immediately make a different choice
- clicks on Reset Form by mistake
- shakes head “that’s not what I thought it would do”

One way to keep track of these three kinds of notes is to put them in separate columns. Be sure to leave plenty of room in each box to write notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant's Actions</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
<th>Your Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clicked on the FAQ button</td>
<td>“This doesn’t look like the information I want”</td>
<td>Is this the right label for this section?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 | Observing different aspects of user experience

A lot happens in a usability session. Let’s break it down into different things we can observe, and see what we can learn from focusing each aspect separately.

1. Tasks and timings
Observation focused on how the participant approached a task.

▪ How did they get started on the task?
▪ What steps did they take to complete the task?
▪ How direct was their path to complete the task?
▪ Were they successful?

2. Actions and reactions
Details of their behavior and interaction with the site or product

▪ What do they do when they first enter a new page?
▪ How do they move around a page or form?
▪ What is their interaction style and how confidently do they make choices?

3. Attitudes and words
Thoughts or emotions they express

▪ What are their exact words in reacting to the product?
▪ What is their body language or facial expression?
▪ What emotions do they express?

What other things should we look for as we observe usability sessions.
9 | Observation Practice

We will practice three different ways of taking notes, observing different aspects of user experience.

About these usability session clips

All learning at The Open University is distance learning. Students receive their course books and other materials to work with at home, but they must also use the university web site to communicate with their tutors, for course discussions, to submit their assignments, and sometimes for some of their course materials.

The OU computing support help desk is creating a knowledge base of frequently asked questions and their answers, and wanted to learn if their design would work.

In the usability test, participants worked with a prototype, with realistic content. It was one section of a larger usability test of other new features on the personalized home page for students.

Here’s the path that the designers envisioned:
Observing Tasks and Timings

How does this participant attempt to complete this task? What is his path through the site, and what kinds of problems does he have in finding the answer to his question.

Participant: _____________________  Observer: __________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path through the site</th>
<th>Timings</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Note pages visited, and where navigation links</td>
<td>Note how easily or quickly each step is taken</td>
<td>Your notes on barriers and progress towards the goal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Success?  Participant’s reaction to this experience?
Observe the details of the interaction, including how the participant moves around a page or form; uses mouse or keyboard and other details.

Participant: ___________________  Observer: ___________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path within a page</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sketch any patterns of action within a page.</td>
<td>Details of interaction with controls or content on the page.</td>
<td>Your notes on behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Observing Attitudes and Words

What does this participant say about the task, interface or experience?

Participant: ____________________  Observer: ____________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page/Task</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Note the page or task</td>
<td>Capture as many quotes as you can from this participant</td>
<td>Your notes on emotion or attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Review

What was it like to focus on just one aspect of the user experience?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus on...</th>
<th>Best for...</th>
<th>Not so good for...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tasks &amp; timings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes &amp; quotes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sharing information in a team

Usability teams used to be just one or two people. But, one of the trends is for usability to be included in a user experience team that might include information architects, interaction designers, user researchers (both market research and ethnographers)

Benefits for a usability team

As usability teams grow, it’s important to be able to work together effectively.

If the team works together on projects:

▪ Each team member can focus on a different aspect of the participants’ experience. This gives the project a richer mix of notes than if everyone took the same notes.

If team members work on different projects

▪ Having different aspects of the observations separated makes it easier to share insights on specific aspects of user behavior or product usability

If the team works over a long period of time

▪ It’s easier to track trends on use of functionality, attitudes or other usability issues

Sharing information

As usability becomes part of larger user experience teams, it’s important to be able to share information in a useful way.

In Contextual Design a technique they call "sharing sessions" are used when members of the team have conducted usability or user research sessions with different participants. The goal of these sessions is to create a shared understanding across the larger team.


What kinds of teams do you work on?

Who do you share usability data with?
Getting good notes from observers

If you have people who are not part of the usability team observing a test, it can be helpful to give them an assignment, suggesting specific aspects of the session they can focus on.

For example, when everyone on the product team was asked to observe at least one session, we gave them guidelines for their notes. Before the sessions, the product and programming managers identified some issues where the team’s deep knowledge of the product might help with observation.

It was a good trade. We shared the kinds of questions we were trying to answer. They gave us notes that were helpful, and added to our insights.

The most important benefit was that they were more involved in the usability testing:

- We (almost) never had to remind them to stay quiet and focus on the session.
- They had a better understanding of our goals, and
- They accepted the usability report and recommendations more readily

Some of our instructions on things to look for:

- How does the participant interact with the software – for example, do they use hotkeys, menus or buttons to access a function.
- What words does a participant use to describe their tasks? Look for different levels of knowledge and terminology
- How well can the participant navigate around the program. Are they taking an ideal path, or are there better ways to complete the task?

### Notes on Watching a Usability Session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On your notes sheets, please include:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Your name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### How does the participant interact with the software?

Look for different interaction styles and how they affect ease the participant can use the programs:

- Do they use the mouse or keyboard to move around the program or within a page?
- There are often several ways to use a function – click on a button, use a hotkey, use a menu,
- Does the participant tend to use hotkeys, or do they use different interactions for different contexts?
- Do they use the menu of the top of the window? Toolbars? Buttons? Context menus?
- Are there interactions that they use?

#### What words does a participant use to describe accounting and business tasks?

Look for different levels of accounting and business knowledge:

- What accounting concepts are familiar or unfamiliar? Does this affect how they approach or complete a task?
- Do they use the mouse or keyboard to move through the window to window?
- Do they have difficulty moving through the program, or is there an ideal path to follow?
- Are there problems that persist with a single tool or a single level that they have to repeatedly?

#### How well can the participant navigate around the program?

Look for navigation problems – how fast and how easily they move from window to window:

- Do they spend a significant amount of time navigating, or is it efficient?
- Do they have any difficulty navigating, or is it smooth and efficient?
Getting to know the data

In between the sessions and the detailed analysis, you need to organize your notes. For example:

- If you have done interviews, you usually need to clean up or transcribe your notes.
- Survey data, task success or other metrics have to be entered into a spreadsheet or analysis program.
- If you are doing an affinity analysis, you need to get all the notes collected and put onto cards or post-its (or into any software you are using).

You also need a way to get to know the data, so you can begin to make sense of what you observed. Three exercises that help you get to know the data are:

- **Participant summary sheets**
  Collect each participant's story in a compact, summary format

- **Path documentation sheets**
  See how many different paths participants took through each task

- **Identifying the location of problems (and successes)**
  Look for clusters of problems in area of the interface

How do you prepare for analyzing test data?
Participant summary sheets

Participant summary sheets consolidate information about each participant to let you review each session quickly, or in preparation for a team sharing exercise.

- They can help you consolidate notes from several people.
- They are a good way to gather your notes while the session is fresh in your head, especially if the project will take place over a period of time, or sessions are run by different people.
- They are especially useful if one of your goals is to understand attitudes or personas of different users.

The details will vary depend on the project, but here’s a typical template:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Persona or other user group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photo or description</td>
<td>Demographic and background details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personas or other user group</td>
<td>Summary of attitudes or behavioral characteristics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations and Quotes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites, functions or pages visited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List here</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This example is from a project investigating what consumers found attractive about different types of sites.

We were interested in their reactions, rather than exactly how they completed specific tasks.

- "I don’t see a lot of interaction." "It’s not very important to me what I want to see first."
- "I like the way the site is organized."
- "I don’t pay attention to the rest of the site."
- "I like the way the site is organized."
- "I don’t pay attention to the rest of the site."
- "I like the way the site is organized."
- "I don’t pay attention to the rest of the site."
- "I like the way the site is organized."
- "I don’t pay attention to the rest of the site."
- "I like the way the site is organized."
- "I don’t pay attention to the rest of the site."
- "I like the way the site is organized."
- "I don’t pay attention to the rest of the site."
- "I like the way the site is organized."
- "I don’t pay attention to the rest of the site."
- "I like the way the site is organized."
- "I don’t pay attention to the rest of the site."
- "I like the way the site is organized."
- "I don’t pay attention to the rest of the site.

Sites Visited

- Advanced Google
- FDA
- About.com
- Yahoo Health
- Mark’s Pharmacy

Design Needs
### Participant:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer experience</th>
<th>Interaction style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is their computer experience and how do they usually get help?</td>
<td>What can we learn about how they use the web, and their experiences outside this site?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path through site</th>
<th>Observations and quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is their path: links, pages and interaction within a page?</td>
<td>Observations of actions, problems or user quotes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Summary

Your summary notes on this session.
Path analysis lets you see visually information about how participants navigate through a site, task or application. You can use path analysis to find out:

- How similar, or how different, is the path that participants take?
- Where do paths diverge and where do they overlap?

You can do this for the whole site, for a task, or even on a single page. You don’t even have to be able to read the screen to start to see what some of the problems are.

This technique is similar to using printouts of the pages to walk through a task, or do a “personas walk-through”
Use the notes from the “tasks and timings” sheet to draw the path taken by each participant, and then consolidate them into a single drawing.
Identifying problem density

We often keep track of how many participants encountered a particular problem, but it can also be useful to be able to see how problems are distributed around an interface.

One way to do this is by placing post-it notes next to screen shots of the site. This makes it easy to see which pages caused the most problems, and where those problems were located on the page.

This was a comparative test of two versions, and it was clear from this that some pages were much better in one version than the other.

This identified both the page where each note occurred, but also the number of participants who had a similar note.

We also captured successes or positive comments with the stars.

Of course, you can use a spreadsheet or word processor, but it's nice for everyone to be able to see the whole thing, and to work on it together.
Work together to identify the location of the problems that each of the participants encountered on each page, and note how many participants had the same problem.
Moving into analysis

At one level, the work of reporting on a usability test is to collect and
categorize the problems, and come up with a list of recommendations
to improve the product.

A deeper level of analysis is to look for the source of the design
mistakes. If we can find a pattern in the type or source of problems,
we can not only give specific, detailed recommendations, but can
provide a deeper level of understanding of why people are
experiencing usability problems with the product.

There are four basic models that appear in many usability tests:

▪ Finding – recognizing – using
▪ Appearance – conversation – relationship
▪ Task concept mismatch
▪ Micro barriers

All of them require careful attention to the distinction between
observation and inference: what you see and hear, and how you
interpret it. In analysis, this becomes a three-step process:

1. Identify exactly what you observed
2. Identify the causes of any problems
3. Develop solutions or recommendations

This helps you avoid the pitfalls of jumping directly to
recommendations:

▪ You don’t miss the chance to think carefully about what
  actually happened during the test. Sometimes you will be
  surprised!
▪ You can carefully consider different reasons why problems
  might have happened.
▪ You build consensus for your recommendations, or may not
  leave room for a better solution to the problem.
A short case study
In this project earlier user research had identified the first questions people had about any new drug. In a usability test of early wireframes, participants had a lot of problems finding the pages with the answers to those questions.

1. **What we observed:** Users did not click on this link, but when we guided them into the section, they agreed that there was the right group of pages, with information they wanted.

2. **Analysis of the cause:** We considered whether the IA was wrong, the position on the menu was wrong, or whether the label was wrong. We decided: the label was wrong.

3. **Developing a recommendation:** The obvious solution was to create a new label. Everyone had an opinion. We collected a list of possible solutions and all of the quotes and comments from the participants, and sent the designer home to think about it.

He came up with:

Outcome: No problems in the next usability test.
Find, recognize, understand, use

Ginny Redish defines usability as the ability of a person to find what they need, recognize and understand what they find, and make use of it to meet their goals.

**Finding:** Participants cannot find the links, functions or information they need. Signs of “find” problems are excessive hunting, ping-ponging or scrolling up and down a page.

This may indicate:
- A visual design problem, with something “hiding in plain sight”
- An information architecture problem, with the information or task organized in ways that don’t match expectations
- A language problem, with functions labeled in unrecognizable ways

**Recognize and understand:** Participants may reach the right page, but not realize that the information or function they need is there. Or they might find the information, but not understand what it is saying. Signs of “recognize” problems are seeing the participant reject a valid choice, or act on controls or information in a way contrary to design expectations.

This may indicate:
- A problem in how information is presented or worded
- Poor labels on controls
- Visual design that hides the cues the participant needs

**Use:** The key to this type of problem is to understand that it’s the participant’s goal that must be met, not just part of a task, like completing a form. ‘Use’ problems often show up as poor task success, or even a situation where the participant thinks they have succeeded, but did not complete their task, or did so inaccurately.

This may indicate:
- Weak or inaccurate feedback on the result of user actions
- Poor prompts or instructions in the interface or help system
This model is based on the three layer theory of forms. This theory applies to any user interface, but are especially good for thinking about interactive applications. The three layers are:

1. Appearance
2. Conversation
3. Relationship

**Appearance** is the presentation of the page, including all of the visual design aspects such as use of fonts, colors, images and white space. It also includes issues like what elements on the page have focus, and whether the text is in a large block (a “wall of words”)

**Conversation** is both the style and tone of how the product “talks” to the participant with the text and other labels, but also how the user interacts with it.

**Relationship** is built on the assumptions that the product and user make. It includes considerations like the level of knowledge the product assumes the user will have. It covers business relationships (like having an account) and trust issues around personal information. It also covers issues that might come from a different perspective on what is important.

Sometimes there will be problems in just one layer, but these three layers can each have problems that interact with each other to create complex usability problems.
Task concept mismatch

Sometimes the product and the participants disagree about how they want to approach and complete a task. They might even disagree about the goals. When this happens there's a collision of basic mental models.

There are several variations of mismatches in the task concept, each with a different cause. It might be politically important to understand which one is causing the usability problems.

“Technical bleed” – when the data architecture was used as the basis for the user interface, we would say that the technical design was bleeding into the user interface design.

Task analysis failure – the mismatch might be caused by a failure to understand how typical users think about a task, or when they want to follow a different approach than the one the product supports.

Goals mismatch – sometimes the product wants users to change the way they work, or to change their goal, and the interface is designed to meet business goals rather than user goals.
Micro barriers

On a project last year, Caroline Jarrett and I encountered a product that had many, many small problems, that added up to a big usability problem. The product didn’t fit into any of the analysis models. There were just a lot of little usability flaws that made the participants stumble. None of these problems were very severe on their own, so we called them “micro barriers.”

Are there other examples of analysis models that you have found?
Which of these models best fits the sessions we watched? Organize the observations and your analysis to show why.
Summing up

Structured note-taking techniques
- Separating observations from inferences
- Tasks and timings: focused on how the participant approached a task
- Actions and reactions: details of behavior and interaction
- Attitudes and words: thoughts or emotions participants express

Getting to know the data
- Participant summaries
- Path analysis
- Problem density analysis

Analysis approach
1. Identify exactly what you observed
2. Identify the causes of any problems
3. Develop solutions or recommendations

Analysis models
- Finding – recognizing – using
- Appearance – conversation – relationship
- Task concept mismatch
- Micro barriers
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